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Foundations in Personal... (College Edition )
Feb 25 2022
Smart Money Smart Kids
Dec 02 2019 In Smart Money Smart Kids, Financial expert and
best-selling author Dave Ramsey and his daughter Rachel Cruze equip parents to teach
their children how to win with money. Starting with the basics like working,
spending, saving, and giving, and moving into more challenging issues like avoiding
debt for life, paying cash for college, and battling discontentment, Dave and Rachel
present a no-nonsense, common-sense approach for changing your family tree.
Dave Ramsey's Complete Guide to Money
Oct 04 2022 "This is the official handbook
for Financial Peace University. If you are following Dave?s teaching, you already
know what is in this book. But if you?re new to Dave this is the book for
you."--Publisher's website.
Homeostasis: The Journey of a Manic - Depressive
Jul 29 2019 Donald Rodriguez takes
readers on a roller-coaster ride as he shares what it means to live with Bipolar 1
Disorder. When manic episodes began to creep into his life, he put his family
through hell and risked his own life in the process. Meanwhile, he loaded up on the
toughest classes he could take as a premed student at Boston University, joined a
fraternity, played for the club hockey team, and took on more than he could handle.
His family physician prescribed him Adderall to focus and Trazodone to sleep.
Rodriguez also started taking Prozac because his doctor thought he had situational
depression because his grandma had died, his longtime girlfriend had dumped him, and

his college coursework was stressing him out. Injuries had also forced him to stop
playing hockey. In short order, he was abusing prescription drugs and scaring the
people that loved him most. When he was finally diagnosed with Bipolar 1, he had to
ease his life into a place of balance.
Entreleadership
Aug 02 2022
Ramsey Theory for Discrete Structures
Nov 24 2021 This monograph covers some of the
most important developments in Ramsey theory from its beginnings in the early 20th
century via its many breakthroughs to recent important developments in the early
21st century. The book first presents a detailed discussion of the roots of Ramsey
theory before offering a thorough discussion of the role of parameter sets. It
presents several examples of structures that can be interpreted in terms of
parameter sets and features the most fundamental Ramsey-type results for parameter
sets: Hales-Jewett's theorem and Graham-Rothschild1s Ramsey theorem as well as their
canonical versions and several applications. Next, the book steps back to the most
basic structure, to sets. It reviews classic results as well as recent progress on
Ramsey numbers and the asymptotic behavior of classical Ramsey functions. In
addition, it presents product versions of Ramsey's theorem, a combinatorial proof of
the incompleteness of Peano arithmetic, provides a digression to discrepancy theory
and examines extensions of Ramsey's theorem to larger cardinals. The next part of
the book features an in-depth treatment of the Ramsey problem for graphs and
hypergraphs. It gives an account on the existence of sparse and restricted Ramsey
theorem's using sophisticated constructions as well as probabilistic methods. Among
others it contains a proof of the induced Graham-Rothschild theorem and the random
Ramsey theorem. The book closes with a chapter on one of the recent highlights of
Ramsey theory: a combinatorial proof of the density Hales-Jewett theorem. This book
provides graduate students as well as advanced researchers with a solid introduction
and reference to the field.
Ending Campus Violence
Dec 26 2021 With the growth of threats and violence in
higher education settings, college campuses are increasingly expected to have
systems in place to identify potentially aggressive individuals and intervene to
ensure the safety of the campus population. This book will be useful for student
affairs professionals as well as college counselors, psychologists, social workers
interested in the practical management of aggression and violence on a college
campus. It will also be a valuable resource for those involved in creating and
running behavioral intervention teams and threat/risk assessment teams. Ten case
studies from both the community and residential college settings provide a
comprehensive overview of campus violence and how to intervene to prevent it.
Pertinent background information is discussed as an introduction to these
narratives, such as the fundamentals of aggression and violence on campuses; how
these behaviors can impact students, faculty, and staff; and what can be learned
from past campus violence. Along with discussion questions and a review of ways to
approach each situation, experts in higher education, forensic risk assessment, law
enforcement, and legal issues weigh in on each case study. Their perspectives offer
a context and broad base of opinions and ideas on how each case could be handled.
Additional examples for further training of the college counselor are given through
a detailed look at almost 100 incidents of violence, including thwarted attacks,
rampage shootings, and hostage situations.
The Total Money Makeover
Apr 29 2022 A strategy for changing attitudes about
personal finances covers such topics as getting out of debt, the dangers of cash
advances and keeping spending within income limits.
Retire Inspired
Apr 05 2020 When you hear the word retirement, you probably don't
imagine yourself scrambling to pay your bills in your golden years. But for too many
Americans, that's the fate that awaits unless they take steps now to plan for the
future. Whether you're twenty five and starting your first job or fifty five and
watching the career clock start to wind down, today is the day to get serious about

your retirement. In Retire Inspired, Chris Hogan teaches that retirement isn't an
age; it's a financial number an amount you need to live the life in retirement that
you've always dreamed of. With clear investing concepts and strategies, Chris will
educate and empower you to make your own investing decisions, set reasonable
expectations for your spouse and family, and build a dream team of experts to get
you there. You don't have to retire broke, stressed, and working long after you want
to. You can retire inspired!
Frank Ramsey
May 19 2021 When he died in 1930 aged 26, Frank Ramsey had already
invented one branch of mathematics and two branches of economics, laying the
foundations for decision theory and game theory. Keynes deferred to him; he was the
only philosopher whom Wittgenstein treated as an equal. Had he lived he might have
been recognized as the most brilliant thinker of the century. This amiable shambling
bear of a man was an ardent socialist, a believer in free love, and an intimate of
the Bloomsbury set. For the first time Cheryl Misak tells the full story of his
extraordinary life.
Combinatorial techniques
Jun 27 2019 This is a basic text on combinatorics that
deals with all the three aspects of the discipline: tricks, techniques and theory,
and attempts to blend them. The book has several distinctive features. Probability
and random variables with their interconnections to permutations are discussed. The
theme of parity has been specially included and it covers applications ranging from
solving the Nim game to the quadratic reciprocity law. Chapters related to geometry
include triangulations and Sperner's theorem, classification of regular polytopes,
tilings and an introduction to the Eulcidean Ramsey theory. Material on group
actions covers Sylow theory, automorphism groups and a classification of finite
subgroups of orthogonal groups. All chapters have a large number of exercises with
varying degrees of difficulty, ranging from material suitable for Mathematical
Olympiads to research.
Advanced Macroeconomics
Apr 17 2021 Advanced Macroeconomics covers selected topics
in advanced macroeconomics at the undergraduate level and bridges the gap between
intermediate macroeconomics for undergraduates and advanced macroeconomics for
postgraduates. By building on materials in intermediate macroeconomics textbooks and
covering the mathematics of some classic dynamic general-equilibrium models, this
book will give undergraduate students a firm appreciation of modern developments in
macroeconomics. This book examines the implications of government policies (such as
fiscal policy, monetary policy and innovation policy) and devotes several chapters
to economic growth, covering the ideas for which Paul Romer was awarded the Nobel
Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences in 2018.Dynamic general equilibrium is the
foundation of modern macroeconomics. Chapter 1 begins with a simple static model to
demonstrate the concept of general equilibrium. Chapters 2 to 4 cover the
neoclassical growth model, exploring the effects of exogenous changes in technology:
an important source of business cycle fluctuations. Chapters 5 to 7 use the
neoclassical growth model to explore the effects of fiscal policy instruments such
as government spending, labour income tax and capital income tax. Chapter 8 develops
a simple New Keynesian model to analyse the effects of monetary policy. Chapter 9
begins the analysis of economic growth by reviewing the Solow growth model. Chapters
10 to 12 present the Ramsey model and introduce different market structures to the
model to lay down the foundation of the Romer model. Chapter 13 incorporates an R&D
sector into the Ramsey model with a monopolistically competitive market structure to
develop the Romer model of endogenous technological change. Chapters 14 to 15
examine the implications of the Romer model. Chapter 16 concludes this book by
presenting the Schumpeterian growth model and examining its different implications
from the Romer model.
Financial Peace Revisited
Mar 17 2021 With the help of a #1 New York Times
bestselling author and finance expert, set your finances right with these updated
tactics and practices Dave Ramsey knows what it's like to have it all. By age twenty-

six, he had established a four-million-dollar real estate portfolio, only to lose it
by age thirty. He has since rebuilt his financial life and, through his workshops
and his New York Times business bestsellers Financial Peace and More than Enough, he
has helped hundreds of thousands of people to understand the forces behind their
financial distress and how to set things right-financially, emotionally, and
spiritually. In this new edition of Financial Peace, Ramsey has updated his tactics
and philosophy to show even more readers: • how to get out of debt and stay out •
the KISS rule of investing—"Keep It Simple, Stupid" • how to use the principle of
contentment to guide financial decision making • how the flow of money can
revolutionize relationships With practical and easy to follow methods and personal
anecdotes, Financial Peace is the road map to personal control, financial security,
a new, vital family dynamic, and lifetime peace.
Handbook of Historical Japanese Linguistics
Jan 03 2020 This volume will be the
first full-length exploration of the details of the history of the Japanese language
written by experts in the different subfields of linguistics. The book will include
the latest research on topics such as segmental phonology, accent, and focus
constructions, showing how they contribute to a fuller understanding of the history
of Japanese.
The Philosophy of F. P. Ramsey
Jul 21 2021 F. P. Ramsey was a remarkably creative
and subtle philosopher who made significant contributions to logic, philosophy of
mathematics, philosophy of language and decision theory.
Mathematical Surprises
Oct 31 2019 This is open access book provides plenty of
pleasant mathematical surprises. There are many fascinating results that do not
appear in textbooks although they are accessible with a good knowledge of secondaryschool mathematics. This book presents a selection of these topics including the
mathematical formalization of origami, construction with straightedge and compass
(and other instruments), the five- and six-color theorems, a taste of Ramsey theory
and little-known theorems proved by induction. Among the most surprising theorems
are the Mohr-Mascheroni theorem that a compass alone can perform all the classical
constructions with straightedge and compass, and Steiner's theorem that a
straightedge alone is sufficient provided that a single circle is given. The
highlight of the book is a detailed presentation of Gauss's purely algebraic proof
that a regular heptadecagon (a regular polygon with seventeen sides) can be
constructed with straightedge and compass. Although the mathematics used in the book
is elementary (Euclidean and analytic geometry, algebra, trigonometry), students in
secondary schools and colleges, teachers, and other interested readers will relish
the opportunity to confront the challenge of understanding these surprising
theorems.
Rudiments of Ramsey Theory
Jan 27 2022 In every sufficiently large structure which
has been partitioned there will always be some well-behaved structure in one of the
parts. This takes many forms. For example, colorings of the integers by finitely
many colors must have long monochromatic arithmetic progressions (van der Waerden's
theorem); and colorings of the edges of large graphs must have monochromatic
subgraphs of a specified type (Ramsey's theorem). This book explores many of the
basic results and variations of this theory. Since the first edition of this book
there have been many advances in this field. In the second edition the authors
update the exposition to reflect the current state of the art. They also include
many pointers to modern results. A co-publication of the AMS and CBMS.
Paul Ramsey's Political Ethics
Jun 07 2020 '. . . this is a good book that will
well serve both students who are new to Ramsey and those who might not be better
acquainted with his work . . .'-THE JOURNAL OF RELIGION
Baby Steps Millionaires
Sep 03 2022 You Can Baby Step Your Way to Becoming a
Millionaire Most people know Dave Ramsey as the guy who did stupid with a lot of
zeros on the end. He made his first million in his twenties—the wrong way—and then
went bankrupt. That’s when he set out to learn God’s ways of managing money and

developed the Ramsey Baby Steps. Following these steps, Dave became a millionaire
again—this time the right way. After three decades of guiding millions of others
through the plan, the evidence is undeniable: if you follow the Baby Steps, you will
become a millionaire and get to live and give like no one else. In Baby Steps
Millionaires, you will . . . *Take a deeper look at Baby Step 4 to learn how Dave
invests and builds wealth *Learn how to bust through the barriers preventing them
from becoming a millionaire *Hear true stories from ordinary people who dug
themselves out of debt and built wealth *Discover how anyone can become a
millionaire, especially you Baby Steps Millionaires isn’t a book that tells the
secrets of the rich. It doesn't teach complicated financial concepts reserved only
for the elite. As a matter of fact, this information is straightforward, practical,
and maybe even a little boring. But the life you'll lead if you follow the Baby
Steps is anything but boring! You don’t need a large inheritance or the winning
lottery number to become a millionaire. Anyone can do it—even today. For those who
are ready, it’s game on!
Summary of David Ramsey's The Total Money Makeover
Aug 10 2020 Buy now to get the
insights from David Ramsey's The Total Money Makeover. Sample Insights: 1) The best
thing you can do following a financial crisis, such as a recession, is to learn from
it, and not make the same financial mistakes again. 2) The challenge with handling
your money is that it is completely on you whether you fail or prosper. If you are
able to control your behavior, then you can control your finances.
Flaps and Grafts in Dermatologic Surgery E-Book
Jul 01 2022 Authored by experts in
the field, this brand-new reference presents a systematic approach to which flap or
graft to use in which clinical situation and how to cut and move the skin. More than
350 full-color photographs and line drawings offer you step-by-step guidance and
demonstrates reconstructive procedures, including cutting, positioning, and suturing
of flaps and grafts. Includes numerous reconstructive options for each specific
region of the face, and explains why one may be better than another in a given
situation. Features several chapters on the use of flaps and grafts in facial
reconstruction and describes the finer points of their design, execution, and
application. Discusses complications and pitfalls and how to avoid them. Devotes an
entire chapter to facial anatomy with an emphasis on practical landmarks and danger
areas. Uses a consistent format throughout for ease of reference.
Ramsey Theory for Product Spaces
Aug 29 2019 Ramsey theory is a dynamic area of
combinatorics that has various applications in analysis, ergodic theory, logic,
number theory, probability theory, theoretical computer science, and topological
dynamics. This book is devoted to one of the most important areas of Ramsey
theory—the Ramsey theory of product spaces. It is a culmination of a series of
recent breakthroughs by the two authors and their students who were able to lift
this theory to the infinite-dimensional case. The book presents many major results
and methods in the area, such as Szemerédi's regularity method, the hypergraph
removal lemma, and the density Hales–Jewett theorem. This book addresses researchers
in combinatorics but also working mathematicians and advanced graduate students who
are interested in Ramsey theory. The prerequisites for reading this book are rather
minimal: it only requires familiarity, at the graduate level, with probability
theory and real analysis. Some familiarity with the basics of Ramsey theory would be
beneficial, though not necessary.
Developing Gratitude in Children and Adolescents
Jan 15 2021 Gratitude, a virtue,
develops during childhood and adolescence. This book shows how adults can encourage
its development, fostering consideration for others and strengthening connections.
Relating With Money
Nov 05 2022 "Dave Ramsey instructs couples how to work together
as a team, gives singles some practical tips for financial accountability, and shows
parents how to teach their children about money from a young age"--Container.
From Paycheck to Purpose
Oct 24 2021 Work isn't supposed to be a four-letter word!
Does the work you do matter to you? Are you unsure what you want to do for a living?

Are you in the right place but looking to advance? No matter where you are in your
career, you were born to do work you love. National bestselling author and career
expert Ken Coleman was stuck in an unfulfilling career until he realized he didn’t
have to be. In his latest book, he draws on what he learned from his own ten-year
journey as well as from coaching thousands of others to walk you through the seven
stages to discovering and doing meaningful work. Relevant to any job or industry,
you’ll learn step-by-step how to: Get Clear on the work you were uniquely made to do
and why. Get Qualified to do the work you were created for. Get Connected with the
right people who can open the doors to your dream. Get Started by overcoming the
emotions and mistakes that often hold people back. Get Promoted by developing
winning habits and traits. Get Your Dream Job by doing work you love and
accomplishing results that matter to you. Give Yourself Away by expanding the dream
to leave a legacy. This is your moment. You are needed, and you were made to
contribute. It’s time to exit the daily grind and use your talents to start living
your dream once and for all.
Summary of K.J. Ramsey's This Too Shall Last
May 07 2020 Please note: This is a
companion version & not the original book. Sample Book Insights: #1 I was sick
enough to be sent to several specialists, but no one could find the cause of my
pain. The doctor finally said my bloodwork came back negative, which I found more
disappointing than comforting. I was then told my symptoms were probably
psychosomatic. #2 When we feel pain, our bodies instinctively pulse to protect
themselves, and we struggle to do much else as our brains focus their energy and
attention on survival. We feel less like ourselves and less connected to others when
in pain, because pain itself prompts a sensation of internal disintegration. #3 In
the Western culture, effort produces success. With enough foresight and
determination, we can create a life with minimal pain and maximum pleasure. We are
proprietors of possibility, doorkeepers of our own bright futures. #4 The story of
our culture is that suffering is the result of individual failure, and the loss that
compelled you to pick up this book was most likely the result of poor choices. But
within the bigger story of God and his good, loved creation, you can find your pain
has a place.
Financial Peace
Mar 29 2022 Dave Ramsey explains those scriptural guidelines for
handling money.
The Gospel and the Catholic Church
Mar 05 2020 This reissue of Archbishop Ramsey s
classic theological study of Anglican views of the church is important for students
of ecumenism, and for those concerned with the relationship between Christ and the
church in the New Testament. Although some of the book is dated, its conviction that
the church s meaning lies in its fulfillment of the sufferings of Christ and that
every part of its history is intelligible in terms of the Passion remains perceptive
and challenging. Examining Scripture, doctrine, and history, Ramsey paints an
intricate portrait of the church as an example of Christ s death and resurrection.
He explores Eastern orthodox doctrine; explains the purposes and preconditions of
the Reformation; and calls for a renewal of liturgical worship and reconciliation
within the communion of the saints. Originally published in 1936 while he was
serving as sub-warden of Lincoln Theological College, this was Ramsey s first book.
After more than seventy years, its wisdom concerning the relationship between
Catholic and Evangelical, and the underlying complementarities and tensions which
characterize the Anglican tradition, remains theologically sound and biblically
astute. "
The Legacy Journey
May 31 2022 What does the Bible really say about money? About
wealth? How much does God expect you to give to others? How does wealth affect your
friendships, marriage, and children? How much is “enough”? There’s a lot of bad
information in our culture today about wealth?and the wealthy. Worse, there’s a
growing backlash in America against our most successful citizens, but why? To many,
wealth is seen as the natural result of hard work and wise money management. To

others, wealth is viewed as the ultimate, inexcusable sin. This has left many godly
men and women confused about what to do with the resources God’s put in their care.
They were able to build wealth using God’s ways of handling money, but then they are
left feeling guilty about it. Is this what God had in mind?
Nonlinear Optimization Applications Using the GAMS Technology
Feb 02 2020 Here is a
collection of nonlinear optimization applications from the real world, expressed in
the General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS). The concepts are presented so that the
reader can quickly modify and update them to represent real-world situations.
Frank Ramsey and the Realistic Spirit
Jun 19 2021 This book attempts to explicate
and expand upon Frank Ramsey's notion of the realistic spirit. In so doing, it
provides a systematic reading of his work, and demonstrates the extent of Ramsey's
genius as evinced by both his responses to the Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, and
the impact he had on Wittgenstein's later philosophical insights.
F. P. Ramsey: Philosophical Papers
Jul 09 2020 A compilation of all previously
published writings on philosophy and the foundations of mathematics from the
greatest of the generation of Cambridge scholars that included G.E. Moore, Bertrand
Russell, Ludwig Wittgenstein and Maynard Keynes.
Nonstandard Methods in Ramsey Theory and Combinatorial Number Theory
Sep 10 2020
The goal of this monograph is to give an accessible introduction to nonstandard
methods and their applications, with an emphasis on combinatorics and Ramsey theory.
It includes both new nonstandard proofs of classical results and recent developments
initially obtained in the nonstandard setting. This makes it the first combinatoricsfocused account of nonstandard methods to be aimed at a general (graduate-level)
mathematical audience. This book will provide a natural starting point for
researchers interested in approaching the rapidly growing literature on
combinatorial results obtained via nonstandard methods. The primary audience
consists of graduate students and specialists in logic and combinatorics who wish to
pursue research at the interface between these areas.
Doctors' Dilemmas
Sep 22 2021 Considers philosophical issues and conflicts for some
of the ethical dilemmas facing medicine, the physician, health care professionals,
and the patient
Graph Theory
Nov 12 2020
Summary of Dave Ramsey's EntreLeadership
Feb 13 2021 Please note: This is a
companion version & not the original book. Sample Book Insights: #1 I had to turn
over more responsibility to my team, which was not easy for me. I was a control
freak, and I had to let go of control. The process of turning over responsibility
was extremely emotional for me, because I had to let go of someone who did things my
way. #2 The qualities of a great leader are integrity, servant, humility, vision,
decisive, disciplined, passionate, and loyal. You must intentionally become more of
these qualities every day to grow yourself and your business. #3 I knew that I
didn't want to grow my business simply with leaders. I realized that there was so
much more to business than simply leadership and leadership theory. I didn't want to
just learn something; I wanted to be able to apply it. #4 The EntreLeader is a
combination of the personal power of the entrepreneur and the quality leadership of
a big leader. They are passionate about serving others, mavericks with integrity,
and courageous while humble.
Rudiments of Ramsey Theory
Dec 14 2020 It is no exaggeration to say that over the
past several decades there has been a veritable explosion of activity in the general
field of combinatorics. Ramsey theory, in particular, has shown remarkable growth.
This book gives a picture of the state of the art of Ramsey theory at the time of
Graham's CBMS lectures. In keeping with the style of the lectures, the exposition is
informal. However, complete proofs are given for most of the basic results
presented. In addition, many useful results may be found in the exercises and
problems. Loosely speaking, Ramsey theory is the branch of combinatorics that deals
with structures that are preserved under partitions. Typically, one looks at the

following kind of question: If a particular structure (e.g., algebraic,
combinatorial or geometric) is arbitrarily partitioned into finitely many classes,
what kinds of substructures must always remain intact in at least one of the
classes? At the time of these lectures, a number of spectacular advances had been
made in the field of Ramsey theory. These include: the work of Szemeredi and
Furstenberg settling the venerable conjecture of Erdos and Turan, the Nesetril-Rodl
theorems on induced Ramsey properties, the results of Paris and Harrington on
``large'' Ramsey numbers and undecidability in first-order Peano arithmetic,
Deuber's solution to the old partition regularity conjecture of Rado, Hindman's
surprising generalization of Schur's theorem, and the resolution of Rota's
conjecture on Ramsey's theorem for vector spaces by Graham, Leeb and Rothschild. It
has also become apparent that the ideas and techniques of Ramsey theory span a
rather broad range of mathematical areas, interacting in essential ways with parts
of set theory, graph theory, combinatorial number theory, probability theory,
analysis and even theoretical computer science. These lecture notes lay out the
foundation on which much of this work is based. Relatively little specialized
mathematical background is required for this book. It should be accessible to upper
division students.
Strokes Revised Edition
Oct 12 2020 Shows practical uses of handwriting analysis
including personal, commercial and governmental and shares the professional
experiences of analyst Allan K. Grim.
Unsolved: The JonBenét Ramsey Murder 25 Years Later
Aug 22 2021 In 1996, six-yearold JonBenét Ramsey was tortured and murdered in her family home. Twenty-five years
later, Emmy Award-winning investigative journalist Paula Woodward revisits the cold
case to share new insider information on the heinous murder that gripped the nation.
After the murder of JonBenét Ramsey, rumors and misinformation planted by Boulder,
Colorado law enforcement sped rapidly around the world. Suspicion immediately fell
on the family as police sought to exploit her death in the media. Prosecutors and
law enforcement intentionally manipulated existing evidence and ignored inconvenient
evidence. Child beauty pageant photos of JonBenét whipped the case into a judgmental
frenzy. Paula Woodward was one of the few journalists who reported the family’s side
of the story. She’s still investigating the 25-year conspiracy to convict John and
Patsy Ramsey by law enforcement who acted with arrogance, insecurity, incompetence,
and benign neglect. In Unsolved, the follow-up to Woodward’s award-winning and
acclaimed true crime exposé We Have Your Daughter, Woodward explores outstanding
questions still swirling around the cold case: Who wrote the baffling ransom note?
What was found in the 11 pages of exclusive police report summaries backgrounding
the Ramseys? And why has the case languished for years? Included in the book are
new, exclusive interviews with John Ramsey, his wife Jan, and his son John Andrew as
they look back at the case, 25 years later, and react with stunning candor. New
photos and reports from JonBenét’s teachers, friends, and family cut through the
sensationalized headlines to show who JonBenét really was. Interwoven throughout the
book is expert commentary on what the actual evidence shows, and whether the killer
might ever be caught. With never-before-released evidence from a now-passive
investigation, Unsolved presents the known facts of the killing of JonBenét Ramsey,
the bizarre yet intriguing aspects of this ongoing mystery, and gives you rare
insight into whether a family member or an intruder savagely murdered JonBenét.
Please Allow Me to Introduce Myself: Essays on Debut Albums
Sep 30 2019 Debut
albums are among the cultural artefacts that capture the popular imagination
especially well. As a first impression, the debut album may take on a mythical
status, whether the artist or group achieves enduring success or in rare cases when
an initial record turns out to be an apogee for an artist. Whatever the subsequent
career trajectory, the debut album is a meaningful text that can be scrutinized for
its revelatory signs and the expectations that follow. Please Allow Me to Introduce
Myself: Essays on Debut Albums tells the stories of 23 debut albums over a nearly

fifty year span, ranging from Buddy Holly and the Crickets in 1957 to The Go! Team
in 2004. In addition to biographical background and a wealth of historical
information about the genesis of the album, each essay looks back at the album and
places it within multiple contexts, particularly the artist’s career development. In
this way, the book will be of as much interest to sociologists and historians as to
culture critics and musicologists.
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